
1 Introduction
This document describes a driver for the Inter Integrated Circuit
(IIC). This allows users the customization of all the possible
configurations for this peripheral.

The software architecture is designed to provide seamless
migration between devices that contain the same peripheral
module.

In this application note, the driver interfaces are explained.
Various applications for the MCS08GW64 can make use of this
driver. The following sections describe the details and steps for
creating an application using the IIC driver.

The inter-integrated circuit (IIC) provides a method of
communication between a number of devices. The interface can
operate up to 100 kbps with maximum bus loading and timing.

1.1 IIC in the MC9S08GW64
There is one IIC in the MC9S08GW64. It is two-wire
communication consisting of:

• SCL—Serial Clock Line

The bidirectional SCL is the serial clock line of the IIC system.

• SDA—Serial Data Line

The bidirectional SDA is the serial data line of the IIC system.
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1.2 Clock Gating In IIC
The bus clock to the IIC can be gated on and off using the IIC bit in SCGC1. This bit is cleared after any reset, which disables
the bus clock to this module.

1.3 Baudrate Calculation
Baudrate is calculated by setting the following bits of the IICF register, IIC Multiplier Factor (IICF_MULT), and the IIC Clock
Rate (IICF_ICR).

Table 1. IIC Multiplier Factor

MULIICF_MULT

100

201

410

Reserved11

Table 2. IIC Clock Rate

SCL DividerICR (hex)SCL DividerICR (hex)

160202000

192212201

224222402

256232603

288242804

320253005

384263406

480274007

320282808

384293209

4482A360A

5122B400B

5762C440C

6402D480D

7682E560E

9602F680F

640304810

768315611

896326412

1024337213

1152348014
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SCL DividerICR (hex)SCL DividerICR (hex)

1280358815

15363610416

19203712817

1280388018

1536399619

17923A1121A

20483B1281B

23043C1441C

25603D1601D

30723E1921E

38403F2401F

The calculation is done as follows:
IIC baud rate = bus speed (Hz)/(mul × SCL divider)

2 Software Driver Description
The IIC driver is provided as some C code files. You can add these files to your applications. With the integration of the IIC
driver, you can now call IIC driver APIs to use the IIC functionality in your application.

There are three files associated with the IIC driver. The following is a brief description of them:

• iic.h— It contains all the high level API declarations and the various macros to be used in the functions. It defines the
structure of the various IIC registers.

• iic_config.h—This file contains the various defines to control the configuration of IIC. The user can make the changes
in this file to get the required configuration.

• iic.c—It is the main file for the driver. It contains the various high level API definitions.

2.1 iic.h

NOTE
The macros provided are passed as arguments to the respective functions to get the required
configuration. It is explained in detail in this section.

Table 3. Defined macros

DefinitionsMacros

Enables or disables the IIC interrupt#define IIC_INTERRUPT_ENABLE

#define IIC_INTERRUPT_DISABLE

Selects between the 7-bit slave address and a 10-
bit slave address

#define IIC_10_BIT_SLAVE_ADDR

#define IIC_7_BIT_SLAVE_ADDR
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DefinitionsMacros

Selects the multiplier used to calculate the IIC baud
rate

#define IIC_MULT_1

#define IIC_MULT_2

#define IIC_MULT_4

Defines if the command is master write or master
read

#define IIC_MWSR //

(Master write slave read)

#define IIC_MRSW //

(Master read slave write)

Defined to configure the master in transmit mode#define IIC_Enter_TxMode()

Defined to configure the master in receive mode#define IIC_Enter_RxMode()

Defined to send the start symbol for starting the
Tx/Rx transaction

#define IIC_Send_Start()

Defined to send a repeated start symbol on SDA for
continuing data transfer without bus retention loss

#define IIC_Repeated_Start()

Defined to send the STOP signal through the SDA
to stop the Tx/Rx transaction and release the IIC bus

#define IIC_Send_Stop()

Defined to enable the send acknowledge procedure
by configuring the internal registers

#define IIC_Enable_Ack()

Defined to disable the send acknowledge procedure
by configuring the internal registers

#define IIC_Disable_Ack()

Defined for the master write transaction. Data is the
data byte to be sent from master to slave

#define IIC_Write_Byte(data)

2.2 iic_config.h
This file contains the various defines to control the configuration of IIC. The user can make the changes in this file to get the
required configuration.

The following macros are used for pin muxing in IIC:
#define IIC_SDA_SCA_PortA 1

It is used to configure pin A0 as SCA and pin A1 as SDA
#define IIC_SDA_SCA_PortB 1

It is used to configure pin B4 as SCA and pin B5 as SDA

NOTE
Both IIC_SDA_SCA_PortA and IIC_SDA_SCA_PortB cannot be 1 at the same time. It
gives an error.
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2.3 iic.c
This file contains the definition of various functions.

2.3.1 IIC_Init
Description:

This function is used to initialize IIC by configuring the internal registers. The user can enable or disable the interrupt
and select the number (no) of bits for the slave address.

Prototype:
void IIC_Init(unsigned char Interrupt_Enable,unsigned char Addr_No_Of_Bits,void (*p)(void))

Input parameters:
1. Interrupt_Enable—To enable or disable the interrupt using the following macros:

IIC_INTERRUPT_ENABLE
IIC_INTERRUPT_DISABLE

2. Addr_No_Of_Bits—The user can select between a 7-bit slave address or 10-bit slave address using the macros:
IIC_10_BIT_SLAVE_ADDR
IIC_7_BIT_SLAVE_ADDR

3. p—The user can pass the address of the callback function if you want to execute the function in case of interrupts

Output parameters:
None

Example:
void iic_callback() {}

IIC_Init(IIC_INTERRUPT_DIABLE, IIC_7_BIT_SLAVE_ADDR, & iic_callback)

2.3.2 IIC_Set_BaudRate
Description:

This function is used to set the baudrate for the IIC by setting the multiplier and SCL divider.

Prototype:
void IIC_Set_Baud_Rate(unsigned char Multiplier, unsigned char SCL_Divider)

Input parameters:
1. Multiplier—The user can select the multiplier from the following macros:

III_MULT_1
III_MULT_2
III_MULT_3
III_MULT_4

2. SCL_Divider—The user can pass the required value of the SCL divider. Explained in Section 1.3 Baudrate Calculation

Output parameters:
None

Example:
IIC_Set_Baud_Rate(IIC_MULT_1, 14);
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Baudrate is set to the Bus Clock/(IIC_MULT_1* 14)

2.3.3 IIC_Wait_Ack
Description:

This function is called to wait for the acknowledgement. It waits on the IIC flag and clears it afterwards.

Prototype:
void IIC_Wait_Ack(void)

Input parameters:
void

Output parameters:
None

Example:
IIC_Wait_Ack();

2.3.4 IIC_Start_Transmission
Description:

This function starts the transaction of read and write with a slave.

Prototype:
void IIC_Start_Transmission(unsigned int SlaveAddress, unsigned char TxRxMode)

Input parameters:
1. SlaveAddress—Enter the address of the slave.
2. TxRxMode—To select if it is master, write or read using the following macros:

IIC_MWSR
IIC_MWSW

Output parameters:
None

Example—Let slave address be 0x50
IIC_Start_Transmission(0x50,MWSR)

2.3.5 IIC_ISR
Description:

It is the interrupt subroutine executed when IIC interrupt occurs. If the user has passed the address of the callback function
in IIC_Init then the callback function is executed after execution of the ISR.

NOTE
This interrupt subroutine is executed only if the IIC interrupt is enabled.

Prototype:
void interrupt VectorNumber_Viic IIC_ISR()

Input parameters:
void
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Output parameters:
None

3 Assumptions
The descriptions in this document assumes the person reading it has full knowledge of all the configuration registers of all the
blocks in the MC9S08GW64, especially the IIC and Internal Clock Source (ICS) blocks.

4 Use Case
Assuming that the clock settings are done and the bus clock is running on 20 Mhz. Include iic.h in the main file.

Step 1—Make the required changes in iic_config.h to get the required configuration. To configure pin B4 as SCA and pin B5
as SDA make the following setting in iic_config.h:

#define IIC_SDA_SCA_PortB 1

Step 2—Define the callback function required in case of an interrupt:

     void iic_callback(unsigned char a , unsigned char b)
     {
        //write the action to be taken in case of interrupt
        return;
     }

Step 3—Initialize the IIC module with the required configuration:
IIC_Init(IIC_INTERRUPT_DISABLE,IIC_7_BIT_SLAVE_ADDR,&iic_callback);

The interrupt is then disabled, the slave address is set to 7-bit, and the address of the callback function is passed.

Step 4—IIC is ready to be used. To start the communication with the salve (for example: EEPROM) Call the function as shown:
IIC_Start_Transmission(Slave address,write_bit);

Step 5—Wait for the transfer complete flag to be set. When the flag is set, the communication is established.
IIC_Wait_Ack();

5 Conclusion
This driver provides a software base for applications that need the IIC implementation.
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